Music

Albertalli, Becky  Leah on the Offbeat
Allen, Lily  My Thoughts Exactly
Brownstein, Carrie  Hunger Makes Me A Modern Girl
Brun-Lambert, David  Nina Simone: the Biography
Byrne, David  How Music Works
Cohen, Rich  The Sun and the Moon and The Rolling Stones
Cohn & Levithan  Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist
Curnow, Siobhan  Don’t Stop Thinking About Tomorrow
Denton, Rebecca  A Secret Beat
Dessen, Sarah  Just Listen
Dylan, Bob  Chronicles Volume 1
Egan, Jennifer  A Visit from the Goon Squad
Foreman, Gayle  Where She Went
Genova, Lisa  Every Note Played
Herborn, Daniel  You’re the Kind of Girl I Write Songs About
Ishiguro, Kazuo  Nocturnes
Kehoe, Stasia Ward  The Sound of Letting Go
Kiedis, Anthony  Scar Tissue
Lloyd, Virginia  Girls at the Piano
Mandel, Emily St John  Station Eleven
Marcus, Sarah  Girls to the Front
Miles, Barry  The Beatles Phenomenon
Morrison, Zoe  Music and Freedom
McCarter & Miranda  Hamilton the Revolution

Nelson, Jandy  The Sky is Everywhere
Rowell, Rainbow  Eleanor and Park
Sacks, Oliver  Musicophilia
Smith, Patti  Just Kids
Swzed, John  Billie Holiday
Thomas, Angie  On the Come Up
White & Blake  We’re Going to be Friends
Zorn, Claire  One Would Think the Deep Music
Zuckerman, Andrew  Music